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Jass falls in love with Mahie who wants to marry an oil, so he lies to her and says he has no family, and finds himself in hilarious situations when he has to hide the truth once the... Read AllJass falls in love with Mahie who wants to marry an oil, then he lies to her and says he has no family, and finds himself in hilarious situations when he has to hide
the truth once they get married. Jass falls in love with Mahie who wants to marry an oil, then he lies to her and says he has no family, and finds himself in hilarious situations when he has to hide the truth once they get married. Stream in HD Download in HD admin - July 1, 2018 0 You have no recently seen pages Story: Carry on Jatta doesn39@ t only
revolve around just one or two characters, but involves each and every character in history. The confusion begins when Jass (Gippy Grewal) lies to Mahie (Mahie Gill) about her family so that she agrees to marry him and somehow Honey (Gurpreet Ghuggi) has to be the part of JassVirei lie. Although they say that the lie has no pÃ©m besides Jass©
and Honey having to follow in the footsteps of their lie and continue to tell lies just to hide one. Review: After Jihne Mera Dil Luteya, Gippy Grewal turned into a smileless hero packed into Mirza-The Untold Story and the film received only a decent response. But with Carry on Jatta, Gippy Grewal took back his comic and fun side. This time he has a
superb supporting cast, the comical giants© like Gurpreet Ghuggi, Binnu Dhillon, Jaswinder Bhalla, B.N. Sharma, Rana Ranbir and by last, but not least Karamjit Anmol. Romantic© © the most preferred game for Punjabi ﬁlms today and Carry on Jatta realizes this ﬂawless preference. As they say don Ã Ã Â ̈Â²@ t look at logic all the time, sometimes
the motto is © entertainment. The crew of this film definitely followed the motto of the And he managed to do it. Continue jatta is the kind of that doesn't even have to be taken seriously © river does not serve any good social message. But serves the purpose that the public was expecting from their title and promos, which © Fun and entertainment.
Just like enjoying a fan © Laughing, seeing and having favorite foods are just for fun, Carry on Jatta takes you through © It's such fun for a full two and a half hours. Smeep Kang, the film director did a wonderful job with the sequence of the story and scene. Being an actor himself understands the requirements of establishing each character in the
story for the reason he/ she was chosen. With his incredible directional work on Carry in Jatta, he contributed to raising Punjabi films to a high scale. Most of the characters in the film have already proven their medallion in Punjabi cinema, in fact, they have done so since the last few years. Gippy Grewal has given one of her best performances since
she started contributing to Punjabi films. Mahie Gill too © m it se em s that she is fitting comfortably into the Punjabi films after her success in Bollywood films. Gurpreet Ghuggi, Binnu Dhillon, Jaswinder Bhalla, B.N. Sharma, Rana Ranbir, Karamjit Anmol, Anshu Sawhney, all these characters were completely involved in the story as well. © m and
the whole cast succeeded in making their mark. We don't need to talk too much about Carry's music in Jatta because most of your songs are already beating around. Songs like Phulkari, Carry on carry on Jatta, Marjawan and Sweety can be heard being played everywhere, whether on TV channels, on cars or even on people's cars. The background
music as well © m m © very situational and © adequate at every moment. Other perspectives © Cinematography, screenplay and dialogue techniques © They're very well looked after. So there are very few loop integras in the movie to discuss, but too much to enjoy too © m. Everything at a l l leave your minds at home, forget about the logics just
enjoy the entertainment and it continuar a entretÃª-lo atÃ© ao fim, com toda a certeza. Os pontos mais fracos do filme estÃ£o nos primeiros 20-30 minutos, onde hÃ¡ trÃªs a quatro canÃ§Ãµes numa sucessÃ£o rÃ¡pida e a histÃ³ria nÃ£o se levanta durante esse tempo. Mas depois dessa parte fraca, o filme continua a levantar-se e a divertir-se, e a
partir daÃ, pode-se parar de rir atÃ© ao fim. Embora o clÃmax pareÃ§a um pouco mais esticado do que o necessÃ¡rio, mas mesmo assim nÃ£o perturba o tema por muito. Review By - Sarvjit Khera, punjabgold.com 2012 Indian filmCarry On Jattasukha production AustraliaDirected bySmeep KangWritten byNaresh KathuriaScreenplay bySmeep Kang
Naresh KathuriaStory bySmeep Kang Naresh KathuriaProduced by Sippy Grewal Pushpinder Happy Semi Dhaliwal Sukha Singh Nitin Talwar StarringGippy GrewalMahie GillBinnu DhillonGurpreet GhuggiJaswinder BhallaRana RanbirCinematographyBinendra MenonEdited byBunty NagiMusic byJatinder ShahProductioncompanies Gurfateh Films
Sippy Grewal Production Distributed byWhite Hill Studiossukha production australiaRelease date 27Ã JulyÃ 2012Ã (2012-07-27) Running time143 minutes[1]CountryIndiaLanguagePunjabiBudgetÃ¢ÂÂ¹3.50 croreBox officeÃ¢ÂÂ¹18 crore[2] Carry On Jatta is a 2012 Indian Punjabi comedy film directed by Smeep Kang and starring Gippy Grewal, and
Mahie Gill. O filme foi lanÃ§ado a 27 de Julho de 2012[3] Este filme foi refeito em Odia em 2015 como Pilata Bigidigala, em Telugu em 2016 como Eedo Rakam Aado Rakam, no Bangladesh (Bengali) em 2017 como Dhat Teri Ki e em Bengali (Ãndia) em 2019 como Jamai Badal. O enredo principal baseou-se vagamente no filme Chakkikotha Chankaran
de 1989 de Malayalam [citaÃ§Ã£o necessÃ¡ria] Plot Jass (Gippy Grewal) apaixona-se pela Mahie (Mahie Gill) no casamento de uma amiga, diz Ã s amigas que vai casar com alguÃ©m que nÃ£o tem famÃlia, como ela prÃ³pria. Mahi nÃ£o quer lidar com o incÃ³modo, e interferÃªncia de sogros apÃ³s o casamento. Assim, para cortejÃ¡-la, Jass com a
ajuda do seu amigo Honey Ghuggi) pretends that he is an olphan. She falls in love with him, but when she tells her brother, Taji (Karamjit Anmol) He forces you to get married immediately. So, Jass marries Mahie without telling his father lawyer Dhillon (Jaswinder Bhalla), Goldy Dhillon Brother (Binnu Dhillon), or his wife Diljit Dhillon (Anshu
Sawhney). Now, after the wedding, Jass tells Mahie to meet them a place to stay, and she finds a sublocutionary room in Jass's own house, and it's what the coma of mistakes gets The. Jass and his best dear friend (Gurpreet Ghuggi) cook several plans to confuse Jass's family, so Jass can live with his wife Mahie in his own home without his family to
find out. But between all this, Mel marries his girlfriend Pranelegal (Khushboo Growal) in secret because his father Inspector Inspector Sikander Tiwana will not agree with his marriage, but honey tricks parents and parent -re believing he He is a lawyer the son of Dhillon. This leads to a large fiasco of time. Everything develops at the end and Mahi
accepts Jass for whom he is. As Jass Dhillon Mahie Gill as Mahie Gurpreet Ghuggi as Honey Tiwana Binnu Dhillon as Goldy Dhillon Anshu Sawhney as Daljeet Dhillon Jaswinder Bhalla as Lawyer Dhillon Khushboo Growal as Preet Bhullar Sardar Sohi as Vada Bhullar B.N. Sharma as Sikander Singh Tiwana Rana Ranbir as Chota Bhullar / Aarhu
Karamjit Anmol as Taji Inderjit Nikku [CAMEO] Lakki Harkowalia How to Buy Veer This is the Gippy Growal domestic production, where He Lanan Ascore your Banner Gurfateh movies along with your Sippy Growal brothers who launched your Banner Sippy risadas productions, Sukha production and Happy Pushpinder production. All the movie shot
occurred in Jalandhar, Punjab. Box Office See also: The List of Punjabi Movies of Better Box office loading Jatta had the second highest aperture for a Punjabi movie in Punjab with RS. 61 Lakh Liquido on your opening day; This is rs. 1 LAKH more than the Gippy Growal Mirza's film, which was the biggest opener in that Then he went on to have a
weekend collection of Rs 2,05 Cr, a weekly opening collection of Rs 3,75 Cr and is on his way to make a total of Rs 10 Crore in India, making it into the second largest raw Punjabi film of India[5] Soundtrack Carry On JattaSoundtrack album by Jatinder ShahreFeature film soundtrackLanguagePunjabiLabelSpeed Records Track Song Artist(s) Lyric01
"Carry On Jatta" Gippy Grewal Kumar Jatinder Shah 02 "Sada Hi Funda" Gippy Grewal Veet Baljit Jatinder Shah 03 "Rakhi Karde Kanka Di" Gippy Grewal-Gurlej Akthar Veet Baljit Jatinder Shah 04 "Jawan Sea" Gippy Grewal Veet Baljit Jatinder Shah 05 "Udai Ja" Gippy Grewal-Gurlej Akthar-Veet Baljit Veet Baljit Jatinder Shah 06 "Ni Sweety Gippy"
Grewal Veet Baljit Jajit Jatinhi Shah-07" "Tera Naam" Gippy Grewal Veet Baljit Jatinder Shah 09 "Mar Jawan" (Lounge Mix) Gippy Grewal Veet Baljit Jatinder Shah Carry On Jatta won eight awards at the 3rd PTC Punjabi Film Awards in 2013. Name of the Best Bunty Nagi Mounting Winner Best Performance in Binnu Designed Band DhillonJaswinder
Bhalla Year's Popular Star Gippy Grewal Best Actor Support Gurpreet Ghuggi Best Dictators Naresh Kathoria © Critical Award for Best Gurfateh Film, Sippy Grewal Productions, Sukha Pr. © Produce Credit mio for Best Director Smeep Kang Sequel Carry on Jatta 2 a sequel with Gippy Grewal and Sonam Bajwa on poppy © is main and Gurpreet
Ghuggi, Binnu Dhillon, Jaswinder Bhalla, B.N. Sharma, Karamjit Anmol, Upasana Singh and Jyotii Sethi in pappy © is of support was launched on the 1st of June 2018. "Carry on Jatta (2012)" References. BBFC All Punjabi Movies Box Office Collection List. Carry on Jatta -2012. Rotten tomato. Carry On Jatta First Day Box Office Collections Report.
Weaver film. 28 July of 2012. Archived of the original at 30-July of 2012. Carry On Jatta Is A Blockbuster. Archived to of the original on 5 August 2012. Retrieved August 2 Augustlinks externos Carry on Jatta at IMDb Retrieved from " " "
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